Defining Lean Change—Framing Lean Implementation in Organizational Development
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Abstract

Problem – When lean is adopted in traditional organisations it requires a widespread organisational change and many businesses fail to sustain lean practices. Purpose – The purpose of this work was to define lean implementation based on the organisational development (OD) body of knowledge. Approach – The literature in lean and organisational change was reviewed and amalgamated to develop a novel conceptual framework. Findings – Lean implementation begins with a planned changed that is episodic. However, the ultimate goal is to develop a learning organisation where change is continuous and emergent from all levels. Respect for people, everyone in the organisations contribution, is considered key to successful implementation of lean. Implications – Practitioners should not focus on isolated improvements, but foster change from within for a permeable transformation to become a lean learning organisation. Originality - This paper provides new insights into lean implementation and its transformative effect on the organisation. A novel conceptual model is presented that frames lean transformation within the organisational development literature.
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1. Introduction

Lean is a management strategy that emerged from Japanese manufacturing, focusing on creating value through continuous improvement, and the elimination of waste (Shingo, 1989; Ohno, 1988; Womack & Jones, 1996; Hines, Found, Griffiths, & Harrison, 2008). Minimising wasteful action means fewer resources are required; whilst lead times decrease and quality increases. Lean manufacturing or lean production is now more broadly called lean management (Emiliani, 2006) with its application established well beyond manufacturing to enhance business practice universally (Womack & Jones, 1996).

When lean is adopted in traditional organisations, it requires a widespread organisational change. However change management is intrinsically difficult so businesses regularly fail to sustain the necessary lean practices. Although lean has proven to be customisable to many different business types (Womack & Jones, 1996; Hines et al., 2008) these issues still remain. The large numbers of failed or struggling instances necessitate research with emphasis in the area of organisational change.

This paper develops an organisational development framework for the implementation of lean.

2. Method

The purpose of this work was to define lean in the context of organisational development and thereby provide further insights into the mechanism of lean change.

The methodology was a traditional review of key literature in organisational change with a focus at the intersection between organisational change and lean management. This work targeted research-based and established literature more pertinent to the lean implementation and organisational change intersection. Article searches for lean were conducted iteratively combining “lean” with a variety of keywords e.g. implementation, success, contingency, factors, manufacturing, production, and management. Initially the search focused on engineering sources utilising the Compendex database and then further more broad searches using Google Scholar search (Bakkalbasi, Bauer, Glover, & Wang, 2006; Falagas, Pitsouni, Malietzis, & Pappas, 2008). Seminal research works were also identified within the literature. The literature on organisational change, change management, and organisational development were reviewed likewise.
From the review conceptual models for an OD perspective of lean transformation were developed.

3. Review

3.1 Lean Management

Lean management is becoming the standard for systematic productivity improvement (Jusko, 2012; Selko, 2012). The roots of lean are in manufacturing (Ohno, 1988; Womack, Jones, & Roos, 1990). However the methods and challenges of change are not industry specific (Balle, 2011; Bateman, Hines, & Davidson, 2014; Lander & Liker, 2007; Womack & Jones, 1996). Hence the thinking may be applied and adapted to many other situations such as service (Hadid & Mansouri, 2014), food supply (Vlachos, 2015), public sector (Bateman et al., 2014; Radnor & Johnston, 2013), knowledge work (McDermott & Venditti, 2015), construction (Sertyesilisik, 2014; Tommelein, 2015), and other industries.

Still, many unsuccessful cases exist in industry. Literature reports 60% to 90% failure rates for improvement programmes (Goodyer, Murti, Grigg, & Shekar, 2011; Shin, Kalinowski, & Abou El-Enein, 1998), which is not inconsistent with failure of change in general (Kotter, 1995), referenced as 80% (Burnes, 2005). So whilst lean is operationalised to an extent (Shah & Ward, 2007) a good definition of what lean is and how to achieve its benefits has been hard to define (Arlbjorn & Freytag, 2013; Bhasin, 2011, 2015). Lean has been labelled by some as a fad, with some suggesting lean was only applicable to the mass production industry and lacking contingency beyond that (Cooney, 2002; Crute, Ward, Brown, & Graves, 2003). This critique was common to other management practices also (Sousa & Voss, 2008). In general there has been a poor understanding of contingency factors in lean implementation (Johnstone, Pairaudeau, & Pettersson, 2011; Radnor, Holweg, & Waring, 2012) and that lean as a concept has further developed (Hines, Holweg, & Rich, 2004; Womack, 2007). There is now a greater understanding of how to reap its benefits (Hines et al., 2008; Liker, 2004; Schmidt, 2011) and incorporate agility (Hallgren & Olhager, 2009). Specifically lean is being considered a holistic company culture rather just an application of tools (Hallam, Muesel, & Flannery, 2010) and respect for people is being considered as important as the process methods of eliminating waste (Emiliani, 2006; Ohno, 1988).

3.2 Organisational Development

Organisational development (OD) is a field of study and practice of the human resource aspects of the performance of organisations and the change processes necessary to achieve excellence. It covers a broad set of concepts, methods, and discourses, united in the application of principles of behavioural psychology. In the past its breadth and qualitative methods have been criticised as insubstantial, based on conjecture, hence lacking rigour (Sashkin & Burke, 1987), lacking substantiation (Weick & Quinn, 1999), and being fragmented (Buchanan et al., 2005). Others are more supportive of OD (e.g. Bordia, Restubog, Jimmieson, & Irmer, 2011), particularly its humanistic perspective of understanding change (as in Heath & Heath, 2010) which contrasts with the largely management-centric literature on change-management (Burnes, 2005). Key aspects of change have also been simplified into stage models (e.g. Kotter, 1995; Heath & Heath, 2010) and frameworks of change (Cameron & Green, 2015).

The OD field originated in the 1940’s (Lewin, 1947), with leadership concepts added in the 1970’s (e.g. Ackoff, 1972), breadth added in the 1980’s (e.g. Ackerman, 1986; Ackoff, 1981; Sashkin & Burke, 1987), and depth added from the 1990’s (e.g. Hendry, 1996; Judson, 1991; Kotter, 1995, 1998; Orton & Weick, 1990; Weick & Quinn, 1999). Key statements of the field include (Ackoff, 2003; Anderson & Ackerman-Anderson, 2010, 2001; Heath & Heath, 2010; Kotter, 1995, 2006; Kotter & Rathgeber, 2006; Macri, Tagliaventi, & Bertolotti, 2002; Pettigrew, Woodman, & Cameron, 2001; Plowman et al., 2007; Porter, 2006; Tsoukas & Chia, 2002). For literature reviews (see Armenakis & Bedeian, 1999; Becker, 2004; Buchanan et al., 2005; Cameron & Green, 2015; Kuipers et al., 2014; Oreg, Vakola, & Armenakis, 2011; Sashkin & Burke, 1987; Üsdiken, Kipping, & Engwall, 2011).

3.3 Change Management

Kurt Lewin was an early and key contributor to change management. After World War II, Lewin (1947) developed a staged process change model that has dominated practice (Burnes, 2005; Hendry, 1996). This was supported by his Force Field Analysis (Note 1) (Lewin, 1947). Although criticised for missing dynamic aspects of change and the fluidity of an organisation (Burnes, 2005; ref. Kanter, Stein, & Jick, 1992), Lewin’s concepts have had an enduring effect on the field. Change management posits the existence of two main types of change, planned and emergent. Planned change is episodic as opposed to continuous change which is emergent.

A planned change is episodic because it involves discrete events in time planned out and then implemented. This type of change is associated with stage models where change has discrete stages. Kurt Lewin’s (1947) stage
model of change (unfreeze, transition, freeze) is the classic in this field of organisational development (Burnes, 2005). Once the change is identified, the current state is unfrozen and the change is driven from the top-down. After this, efforts are made to sustain or freeze the change. This may be done by policy (Lewin, 1947; Burnes, 2005).

This traditional method tends to be management centric and is criticised by the emergent change proponents (Burnes, 2005; Tsoukas & Chia, 2002; Weick & Quinn, 1999). The top-down approach has issues of resistance and lack of engagement of staff (Heath & Heath, 2010) (Weick & Quinn, 1999). In the planned approach top management can wrongly assume superior knowledge, omniscience, or belief that the authority of their role validates their vision and planning. Also, the planned approach tends to favour stability, over on-going change. In the planned approach stability is achieved as change is only an epiphenomenon and not endogenous (Tsoukas & Chia, 2002). This kind of episodic change involves stages of equilibrium that need to be broken to transition to a new equilibrium (Weick & Quinn, 1999). It involves a significant change from one state to another overcoming inertia along the way (Üsdiken et al., 2011). Stability without change could be seen as beneficial and desirable in some bureaucratic organisations (Liker, 2004, p. 144), however in recent decades there has been a clear call for higher levels of change within organisations in order for them to remain competitive.

From the 1950’s to the 1980’s the planned approach to change prevailed. Continuous and emergent change theories developed thereafter in response to need for quicker, more sustainable, and deeper change. Modern organisations need to be flexible and organic, able to adapt quickly. Continuous innovation required emergent change from within the organisation. This is the dynamic change needed for survival and prosperity in fast-changing competitive markets (Burnes, 2005). Continuous change proponents take the view that change is, and should be, on-going within an organisation. Change in organisations does not need to be planned and discrete, but can emerge continuously. In fact, change is occurring in organisations all the time (Weick & Quinn, 1999) emerging to various degrees and from various levels not only from executives. True emergent change would be change occurring continuously from all levels as opposed to merely top-down planned change. In these situations, the speed at which change can take place is potentially much greater. To achieve this evolving change the authority to change a thing is distributed to those with the most information regarding that thing e.g. a production worker. Flat flexible structures that allow for this type of culture excellence are called for. Such organisations operate as complex non-linear systems with unpredictable change outcomes but are governed by simple rules for allowing operation at the edge of chaos i.e. at the condition for maximum amount of allowable and on-going change (Burnes, 2005).

Emergent change is dynamic, continuous, and on-going whereas the episodic concept is a matter of replacing the old with the new. A planned or episodic change is therefore only contemplated when adoption lags (Weick & Quinn, 1999).

Continuous change is about a continuum of adaption rather than discrete events of planned change. Complexity theories for emergent change challenge the assumption of linearity and instead propose constant change interacting through a network of feedback loops (Plowman et al., 2007). It is suggested that novelty can only emerge from such instability (Sashkin & Burke, 1987).

3.4 Organisational Learning and the Learning Organisation

The concept of a learning organisation was publicised by Senge (Senge, 1990). Organisational learning, a development of emergent change, has close ties with continuous improvement (Murray & Chapman, 2003) and Kaizen (Imai, 1986). A definition of a learning organisation is per (Pedler, Boydell, & Burgoyne, 1989, p. 2), “an organisation which facilitates the learning of all of its members and continuously transforms itself”. It is an organisation whose learning capabilities have become excellent, but specifically implies management has intervened such that the organisation will continuously learn (Tsang, 1997). Double-loop verses single-loop learning (Argyris, 1977) is a particularly key concept in the learning organisation (Senge, 1990), especially as related to lean (Hines et al., 2008). Single-loop learning implies repeated attempts at the same problems without adjustment. It implies a short term solution for a problem that may arise in the future. Double-loop learning implies a modification that occurs to change the method and goal or even reject the goal. The learning organisation is attributed five characteristics: systems thinking, personal mastery (individual commitment to learning), mental models (values, assumptions, boundaries, and norms need to be open to change), shared vision, and team learning, see Senge (1990). Although Senge’s perspective is challenged (Caldwell, 2012; O’Keeffe, 2002), the promoting and facilitating of learning within the organisation, being integrated into the systems of the organisation, even the forcing of learning, was observed in the Toyota Production System (TPS) and seen as key to lean success (Hines et al., 2008; Liker, 2004; Ohno, 1988).
This concept has been particularly beneficial in explaining the dynamics and systems of genuine lean continuous improvement, even describing a goal future state for an enterprise, i.e. becoming a learning organisation (Dahlgaard & Dahlgaard-Park, 2006; Hines et al., 2008, 2004; Lee, Bennett, & Oakes, 2000; Liker, 2004; Ricondo & Viles, 2005). Its core concepts allow for useful dialogue, and communicating key complexities of lean.

3.5 Lean Implementation

Lean implementation involves a transformation. Its purpose is to produce sustained continuous improvement, with the culture excellence sought after by emergent change proponents (Burnes, 2005; Sashkin & Burke, 1987; Tsoukas & Chia, 2002; Weick & Quinn, 1999). Much of the benefit or power of a lean business is attributed to its becoming this kind of dynamic, learning organisation (Hines et al., 2008; Liker, 2004). In such an organisation culture is cash and a true defendable competitive advantage (Spence, 2012). This is the way that a company moves towards the goal of perfection (Ohno, 1988; Womack & Jones, 1996).

The process of a typical lean implementation (Rivera & Frank Chen, 2007), starts with value stream mapping (VSM) to define the journey of improvement and then uses 5S to organise the workplace (sorting, straightening, systematic cleaning, standardizing, and sustaining). 5S is a typical first step in implementing lean. It is easy for anyone to understand that organising the workplace can improve efficiency. Following this, specific tools are generally prescribed to improve the processes. These might include Standard work, single minute exchange of dies (SMED), total productive maintenance (TPM) and Jidoka (intelligent automation). A further level of implementation would be pull of inventory with just-in-time (JIT) systems and heijunka (level scheduling).

Given these readily available tools and an understandable process, a business which is supported by a consultant can readily embark on a lean journey. Unfortunately an over-focus on tools and quick solutions is unlikely to be successful if the underlying principles of lean have been ignored (Womack, 2007). There needs to be a strategic perspective and a culture of sustainability (Hines, 2010). Implementation failures become negative experiences, contribute to a perspective that the tools were fads, and hinder future attempts at continuous improvement. The resistance that results from unsatisfying experiences is confirmed by the organisational development literature (Bordia et al., 2011) along with the high failure rate for change (Burnes, 2005; Kotter, 1995). The use of consultants also must be addressed. Often consultants are used to achieve a temporary success by applying specific tools to some processes but overall effectiveness is limited. This failure is considered a lack of a business’s actual understanding and assimilation of what lean is about and coinciding failure to become a learning organisation (Hines et al., 2004; Dahlgaard & Dahlgaard-Park, 2006; Liker, 2004; Gino & Staats, 2015).

The contemporary research states, that for lean to truly have impact there is a need of an enterprise wide understanding that is embedded in the company culture starting with leadership to build a learning organisation (Boyle, Scherrer-Rathje, & Stuart, 2011; Hines, 2010; 2008; Liker, 2004; Womack & Jones, 2003). The extent to which lean thinking in an organisation reaches this level of understanding, affecting the internal culture and eventually external supplier cultures, indicates the extent to which the benefits of lean will be seen in that organisation. As Boyle et al. (2011, p. 594) comments:

In order to truly understand the extent of lean adoption, it is critical to not only capture the piecemeal usage of individual lean techniques (e.g. single-minute exchange die/setup time reduction, 5S), but also the existence of the higher level strategic orientation and philosophy that represents lean thinking.

Schmidt (2011, p. 1022) further commented on the misinterpretation of lean developments, reasserting his concerns from 1991:

How to proceed was outlined 1991...“The key is not to adopt the methods and the systems but to understand their foundations. The next step is to assess which parts can be adopted or adjusted to the circumstances at hand and, most importantly, what could be improved.”

A problem exists when lean is misunderstood to be a set of tools alone or the tools are adopted in part in the name of a lean implementation. The true benefit of lean is seen when a deeper thinking is applied in order to ensure that value is understood and flows with as little wasteful actions as possible when the customers pulls it from the system (Womack & Jones, 1996, 2003). Moreover, this thinking should pervade the whole organisation. Unfortunately, to see, apply, and sustain this is not always straight-forward. A process of implementing piecemeal tools and techniques is a lot simpler to apprehend. For instance, it is easy to understand that the housecleaning and organising type of work achieved with the 5S system will benefit a company. It is also relatively easy to plan for and execute such an implementation, and any typical mass production organisation would likely benefit from such implementation (Hines et al., 2008). However, it requires another level of
thinking to define value from the customer’s perspective and uncover how to flow value to the customer. It is even further difficult to achieve and sustain the internal culture of strategy, leadership, employee behaviour, and employee engagement needed to have an embedded culture of lean continuous improvement at all levels. This is confirmed by many (Balle, 2011; Bhasin, 2015; Boyle et al., 2011; Crute et al., 2003; Hallam et al., 2010; Hines et al., 2008; Liker, 2004; Pont, Furlan, & Vinelli, 2009; Womack & Jones, 2003; Womack et al., 1990).

To summarise, the relative ease to implement and understand the tools over the higher level strategic and cultural thinking has influenced the approach to lean implementations. While the typical tool focused approach provides initial benefits, sustainability may be more elusive, and there is a resultant high failure rate of lean implementations.

3.6 Existing Frameworks for Lean Change

There are existent models of lean implementation but few sufficiently focus on lean success and sustainability (permeability). Lean has this in common also with the change literature. Various sustainability models have been reviewed (Goodyer et al., 2011; Jasti & Kodali, 2015). Of the models, many come from or at least are accounted for in Cardiff Universities Lean Enterprise Research Centre (LERC) research which culminated in the frameworks of Staying Lean (Hines, 2010; Hines et al., 2008; 2011).

A prominent framework is the Liker (2004; 2011) 4P model. The 4Ps are philosophy, process, people and partners, and problem solving. These are expounded into 14 principles that make up the majority of the popular text “The Toyota Way” (Liker, 2004). The Toyota Way emphasises the culture, the processes, and leaders that are needed to develop a learning organisation. The lean iceberg model (Hines, 2010; Hines et al., 2011) is a graphic representation of the underpinning causality of successful implementation. Liker (2004) included a similar but less specific iceberg model in The Toyota Way (p. 298). In the Iceberg Model, the visible aspects are those above the waterline and the invisible aspects are those below the waterline. Above the waterline are the technology tools & techniques, and processes. These are relatively easy to visualise, understand and implement. The submerged underpinning principles are strategy, alignment to strategy, leadership, employee behaviour, and employee engagement.

Frameworks for implementation in lean SMEs have also been developed (see Rose, Deros, & Rahman, 2010; Rose, Deros, Rahman, & Nordin, 2011; Thomas, Barton, & Chuke-Okafor, 2008). These frameworks tend toward lean as a project, rather than developing organisational culture for excellence, and hence have a tools focus, e.g. what tools to implement first. Their emphasis on sustainability is weaker. They also tend towards reliance on external support and consultants. Similarly Stamm (2011) proposed a framework that emphasised a lean expert approach to gaining knowledge.

3.7 Gaps in the Body of Knowledge

Traditional directive models of change are largely management-centric and do not reliably result in in sustained change (Burnes, 2005). From the early stages of change research sustainability, the permeability of a change, was identified as a key issue (Lewin, 1947) and continues to be (e.g. Buchanan et al., 2005; Heath & Heath, 2010; Kotter, 1995). The issue is that the increase in performance may be short-lived, and require ongoing managerial effort to sustain. The gap between the science and practice of organisational change has been said to be the “single biggest impediment in effective change management” (Pettigrew et al., 2001, p. 700). This has serious implications for the change process of implementing lean.

Organisational learning has been integrated with the lean literature to some extent (Fynes & Ainamo, 1998; Lantelme & Formoso, 2000; Lewis, 2000; MacDuffie & Helper, 1997; Morgan & Liker, 2006). There is a need to further reconceptualise lean implementation from the view of organisational development.

4. Outcomes

4.1 People Dimension to Lean

Lean is commonly viewed as a technocratic solution for maximising value with the elimination of waste but Ohno considered the respect for humans principle equally important (Ohno, 1988). Minimising waste should not be the sole target. Waste reduction should be considered as the result and engaging and empowering people are the means to reach the goal. Engagement and empowerment of employees can be considered more important, rendering longer lasting results (Hines et al., 2008, p. 7). As Schmidt (2011, p. 1023) comments:

Minimizing waste should be the result not the goal. It is more important to empower all employees to contribute to the accumulation of knowledge... otherwise... knowledge will be neglected in favour of focusing all efforts on the avoidance of waste.
This discussion by Schmidt (2011) points out that there are below the surface factors critical to the success of a lean implementation. These factors are not as tangible as lean tools but are critical. Having these factors, e.g. employee engagement and empowerment through the proper guidance and training by committed managers (Balle & Balle, 2009, p. vii; Boyle et al., 2011; Worley & Doolen, 2006), can issue in a culture-excellent learning organisation (Hines et al., 2008; Liker, 2004). Therefore, practitioners are encouraged to avoid being fixated on the methods; there is a philosophy, and there are tools, but they must be appropriately applied together (Liker, 2004, p. 111).

4.2 The Lean and Learning Organisation—A Model

![Figure 1. The planned change management model (Lewin, 1947)](image)

The change is identified by top management then driven to the workers. Thereafter management freeze the change.

Figure 1 shows the classic planned change management model established by Lewin (1947). However, the planned change method has limitations when applied to lean, because it is reliant on the insight and vigilance of senior management. It is not possible for these managers to have the level of operational insight that workers have, hence the planned change approach risks missing key opportunities. Furthermore planned change is incongruent with quality systems which devolve quality decisions to operator level. Modern organisations are collaborations between management and workers, and complex change initiatives like lean require a change to organisational culture that cannot be achieved in a sustainable way by management sanction alone.
We propose the model of planned and continuous change as shown in Figure 2. The model shows the relationship between organisation structure (hierarchy), the vision of the organisation and its internal mechanisms for change. At one end of the spectrum of change is a coercive top-down planned approach from management. At the other end is a culture-excellent emergent change approach, where change emerges from all levels.

Arguably change should be viewed as something that is occurring continuously and endogenously emerging. However, many take a top-down planned approach as shown on the left hand side of Figure 2. This approach is where senior management hold the vision and drive the change that they see fit to the organisation. They typically use coercion to overcome resistance to change from employees at other levels. This may be suitable for slowly changing organisations where stability is paramount but does not meet the need for agility in the modern marketplace.

The preferred approach is the culture excellent-emergent change model as depicted on the right hand side of Figure 2. This shows a vision that has been shared with all staff, that sets basic rules of operation, and aligns staff initiatives to the goals of the organisation. In this model, management values the contribution of all employees to the development of the company. The result is accumulated aligned change emerging at all levels, rather than a top-down change resisted by the lower levels and requiring coercive treatment. An initial implementation of lean is typically top-down, led from a management level. Management typically makes a decision to do something about performance. However, the ideal future state is when details of the change are led by knowledgeable operators who commit their agency to perpetually improve the organisation. That is, lean’s respect for humans principle suggests that the factory floor, the “gemba” or (place of work), is where change should be driven from (Ohno, 1988).

These changes should still be aligned with the strategic objectives and direction from management (Hines et al., 2008; 2010). It is recognised that some major changes, like strategic manufacturing decisions, are more likely to be initiated from a higher level in the organisation, for example changing a facility from operating as batch and queue to operating with one-piece flow just-in-time would occur from higher up. Hence, true lean implementation is a change that is planned from the top-down with the goal of producing continuous emergent change from all levels.

5. Discussion

5.1 Outcomes

What our model proposes is that a critical success factor for implementing lean is Culture-Excellent Emergent
Change. This is about leaders developing a shared vision across the whole organisation, rather than immediately focusing on implementation of tools.

5.2 Implications for Practitioners

A planned change intervention can be used to overcome existing inertia (Weick & Quinn, 1999). In this way a planned change can be used to open up possibilities for on-going improvements, some which are anticipated and some which are not (Tsoukas & Chia, 2002). The unanticipated changes are the results of enabling emergent change. This was seen in the Navy’s introduction of total quality management (TQM), through which the suggestions from junior officers were finally recognised (Tsoukas & Chia, 2002; ref. Barrett, Thomas, & Hocevar, 1995). This was a planned change for TQM that facilitated emergent change. In this work, preference is given to “emergent” change rather than “bottom-up” change. This is to clarify the difference between bottom-up and emergent. Traditional top-down approaches have limited effectiveness and bottom-up change is considered powerful. However, leadership is still necessary; at times, change should be initiated from the top levels. This is particularly due to a strategic overview and company direction possessed by senior management. Thus, emergent is used as an inclusive term that represents change coming from all levels, not top-down, not-bottom up but from all levels.

5.3 Limitations and Opportunities for Future Research

This was a substantial review of the key established literature in both fields with the goal of merging key concepts. Further work is needed to develop models that are more detailed and understanding of this transitioning change and the contingent factors of success and failure.

6. Conclusion

This paper provides new insights into lean implementation (transformation) by framing lean transformation clearly within the organisational development literature. Lean implementation can be characterised as a transformational change that begins with a top-down episodic change initiative. However, the goal is to develop a learning organisation where change is continuous and emergent from all levels. This interpretation is in line with the respect for humans principle of lean and in keeping with the kaizen philosophy.

Practitioners will benefit from recognising that the transition from planned to emergent change is the goal of a lean implementation. There is still the need to plan and initiate change and the methods of lean should not be neglected, but introduced in a way that fosters change from within. This is to acknowledge that the goal is not an isolated improvement but permeable development of a learning organisation.
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